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ABSTRACT
Comparing and classifying the three-dimensional
(3D) structures of proteins is of crucial importance
to molecular biology, from helping to determine the
function of a protein to determining its evolutionary
relationships. Traditionally, 3D structures are classi-
fied into groups of families that closely resemble the
grouping according to their primary sequence.
However, significant structural similarities exist at
multiple levels between proteins that belong to
these different structural families. In this study, we
propose a new algorithm, CLICK, to capture such
similarities. The method optimally superimposes a
pair of protein structures independent of topology.
Amino acid residues are represented by the
Cartesian coordinates of a representative point
(usually the C
a atom), side chain solvent accessibil-
ity, and secondary structure. Structural comparison
is effected by matching cliques of points. CLICK
was extensively benchmarked for alignment
accuracy on four different sets: (i) 9537 pair-wise
alignments between two structures with the same
topology; (ii) 64 alignments from set (i) that were
considered to constitute difficult alignment cases;
(iii) 199 pair-wise alignments between proteins with
similar structure but different topology; and (iv) 1275
pair-wise alignments of RNA structures. The
accuracy of CLICK alignments was measured by
the average structure overlap score and compared
with other alignment methods, including
HOMSTRAD, MUSTANG, Geometric Hashing,
SALIGN, DALI, GANGSTA
+, FATCAT, ARTS and
SARA. On average, CLICK produces pair-wise align-
ments that are either comparable or statistically sig-
nificantly more accurate than all of these other
methods. We have used CLICK to uncover relation-
ships between (previously) unrelated proteins.
These new biological insights include: (i) detecting
hinge regions in proteins where domain or sub-
domains show flexibility; (ii) discovering similar
small molecule binding sites from proteins of differ-
ent folds and (iii) discovering topological variants of
known structural/sequence motifs. Our method can
generally be applied to compare any pair of molecu-
lar structures represented in Cartesian coordinates
as exemplified by the RNA structure superimpos-
ition benchmark.
INTRODUCTION
The intimate relationship between protein structure and
function has now been well established (1,2). Comparing
protein structures with one another has helped make evo-
lutionary and functional links amongst proteins.
Traditionally, proteins related to one another by struc-
tural similarity were classiﬁed into families that mostly
followed a pattern of sequence similarity (3–6). Several
methods of protein structure comparison can be used for
this purpose (2,7–20). Most of these methods match
protein structures only when their overall topologies also
match, i.e. amino acid sequence order is preserved in
alignments. When one uses non-sequential and
non-topological protein structure matching programs
(13,15,20–25), new structural relationships between
proteins emerge (10,26,27). The protein databank (PDB)
(28) now has over 70000 structures of proteins. These are
variously categorized into protein families, usually num-
bering about a couple of thousand (3–5,29,30). In this
study, we lay the basis to investigate relationships
between proteins belonging to different families that are
not obvious from these categorizations.
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similarity usually include geometric accuracy, such as a
root mean square deviation (RMSD) value and structural
coverage of the match. The number of residues that align
when the three-dimensional (3D) structures are
superimposed often quantiﬁes coverage. The aim of
most structure superimposition programs is to accurately
detect the extent of similarity (maximize coverage) and
superimpose the structures to display geometric similarity
(minimize RMSD). Many different methods have been
proposed to achieve these measures of accuracy [for com-
prehensive reviews see refs. (20,31)]. Introduced here is our
method, CLICK, in which small cliques of points from
both structures are ﬁrst matched by a least squares ﬁt.
The cliques comprise 3–7 amino acid (or nucleotide)
residues, each represented by one or more points. The
clique-matching step gives us a one-to-one mapping of
the equivalent residues in the two structures. A structural
superimposition of the equivalent residues gives the ﬁnal
structural alignment. The algorithm does not consider
chain connectivity when considering the cliques of
points. CLICK is hence a topology independent structure
superimposition program. The method is not restricted to
the comparison of the 3D structures of proteins alone; it
can compare any two constellations of points that are rep-
resented in Cartesian coordinates. In this study we have
devoted the most attention to aspects of protein 3D struc-
tural comparisons. However, to showcase the versatility of
CLICK, we have included one small benchmark on RNA
structure comparison.
Because CLICK primarily detects similarity in local
packing of amino acid residues, it is ideally suited to
detect similarities of biological signiﬁcance that are a con-
sequence of local structural similarity. Speciﬁcally,
CLICK is best suited to investigate similarities in:
(i) hydrophobic cores (31); (ii) enzymatic active sites;
(iii) small molecule binding sites (32,33); and (iv) pro-
tein–protein interfaces (33–35). Our method also re-
ports more than one alignment between a pair of
proteins, if there are detectable conformational changes.
CLICK produces as many alignments as necessary to
maximize coverage in amino-acid residue equivalences.
These features of CLICK make it ideally suited to
discover instances of divergent evolution that are hard
to detect, owing to changes in protein topology, and
instances of convergent evolution where sub-structures
of proteins are similar to one another at different length
scales.
The results presented in the next section can be broadly
separated into two halves. In the ﬁrst part we describe the
optimization of parameters and benchmark the algorithm
against other popular methods. This is to validate the
efﬁcacy of the method under test conditions, including
data sets of pairs of proteins that are topologically
similar and pairs that are topologically different.
Included in the benchmarking is a comparison of RNA
structures to illustrate the multifaceted nature of our al-
gorithm. In the second half, we illustrate the utility of
CLICK with examples of its application including:
(i) identifying conformational changes; (ii) recognizing
the similarity in ATP binding sites in two
evolutionarily unrelated proteins; and (iii) identifying
sequence motif for nucleotide binding in proteins with dif-
ferent topologies.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
CLICK algorithm
The CLICK algorithm detects local structural similarity,
independent of topology. The algorithm is generally ap-
plicable on any pair of structures, the position of whose
constituents are speciﬁed in a given feature space. To
explain the working principle of the algorithm, we
mainly focus on the 3D structures of proteins where the
feature space includes Cartesian coordinates, secondary
structure and solvent accessible surface area. The feature
space could be customized for comparison of other bio-
molecules. See the results section for a benchmark on
RNA structure alignments.
The algorithm consists of four sequential steps, as
follows.
Extracting features. Residues in a protein are represented
by the Cartesian coordinates of one representative
atom (typically the C
a), side-chain solvent accessibility
and secondary structure. The secondary structures and
solvent accessibilities of residues were computed
using MODELLER9v7 (36). MODELLER uses the
DSSP algorithm to assign secondary structures (37) and
the algorithm of Richmond and Richards for solvent
accessibilities (38). The solvent accessibility of an amino
acid residue is considered as a buried if the side chain
accessibility <8%, intermediate, if side chain accessibility
is between 8 and 30%, or exposed otherwise.
Forming cliques. For each of the two structures to be
compared, A and B, all possible internal pair-wise dis-
tances between the representative atoms are computed.
We deﬁne a clique as a subset of n points, where the
Euclidean distance between any pair within the clique is
within a predeﬁned threshold, dthr (Equation 1).
Let S
n be the set of all possible cliques of n points. If
A
n S
n, then all pair-wise distances of A
n satisfy
D½Ai,Aj  < dthr, ð1Þ
where D is the pair-wise distance between two representa-
tive atoms Ai and Aj, and Ai, Aj A
n. Optimal values of
dthr, for different values of n, were computed using a grid
search (see ‘Results’ section).
Imposing the distance threshold criterion reduces the
number of possible n-body cliques in a protein to a tract-
able range. For instance, in the case of phosphotyrosine
protein phosphatase (PDB code 1phr, chain A, length 154
residues), all 596904 possible subsets of three points are
reduced to 4480 three-body cliques when a threshold dthr
of 10 A ˚ is imposed.
Clique matching. The objective is to compute a one to one
mapping between amino acid residues of the two struc-
tures A and B. To begin with, all possible 3-body cliques
A
3 and B
3, where A
3 and B
3  S
3, are compared to one
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cliques are deduced according to the relations in
Equations (2–4). A pair of (A
3, B
3) is matched if their
RMSD on superimposition is smaller than a preset thresh-
old (RMSD3=0.15 A ˚ ). RMSD between cliques is
calculated by 3D least squares ﬁt (39).
Additionally, amino acid residue secondary-structure
state and side chain solvent accessible area also determines
what pair of cliques are matched. Secondary structure
provides the general three-dimensional form of local
segments of proteins while side-chain solvent accessibility
is the degree to which a residue in a protein is accessible
to a solvent molecule. For matching of a pair of cliques
in our algorithm, the secondary-structure score between
two equivalent residues Ai and Bj are compared
[Equation (2)]
SSM½Ai,Bj  < s, ð2Þ
where
SSM Ai,Bj
  
¼
0, ifSS Ai ðÞ ¼ SS Bj
  
1, if SS Ai ðÞ 6¼SS Bj
     
and SS Ai ðÞ ¼ Coil or SS Bj
  
¼Coil
  
2, otherwise Table1 ðÞ
8
> > > <
> > > :
9
> > > =
> > > ;
SSM is an empirically determined secondary-structure
match matrix (Table 1), SS(Ai) is the secondary-structure
state of amino acid residue Ai, and s is a preset threshold
for matching secondary-structure elements. The cut-off
threshold for comparing secondary structure used in this
study was 2, hence SSM[Ai,Bj]< 2 [Equation (2)]. This
implies that, either residues of regular secondary struc-
tures can only match with other residues of the same sec-
ondary structure, or with residues in loops.
The solvent accessibility score between two residues Ai
and Bj from solvent accessibility matrix (Table 2) are
matched by using the inequality [Equation (3)]:
SAM½Ai,Bj  < a, ð3Þ
where
SAM Ai,Bj
  
¼
0, if SA Ai ðÞ ¼ SA Bj
  
0, if SA Ai ðÞ 6¼ SA Bj
     
and SS Ai ðÞ ¼ SS Bj
             10
  
1, otherwise Table2 ðÞ
8
> > > <
> > > :
9
> > > =
> > > ;
:
SAM is an empirical solvent accessibility match matrix
(Table 2), SA(Ai) is the side-chain solvent accessibility of
amino acid residue Ai, and a is a preset threshold for
matching solvent accessible area states. The cut-off thresh-
old for solvent accessibility matching is a=1, implying
that residues categorized in different accessible area
classes cannot be matched. However, this criterion is
relaxed to allow the matching of two residues in
adjacent accessible area classes if their side chain access-
ible areas are within 10% of each other.
Next, A
3 and B
3 are extended to 4-body cliques A
4 and
B
4, by including one residue, Ai and Bj respectively,
subject to the distance threshold criterion [Equation (1)].
This new pair (Ai,B j) and matched residues of (A
3, B
3) are
used to superimpose the pair of cliques A
4=A
3[Ai and
B
4=B
3[Bj. Pairs of four-body cliques, A
4 and B
4, are
matched if their RMSD is smaller than another preset
threshold, RMSD4=0.30A ˚ [Equation (4), n=4].
RMSD An 1 [ Ai
  
, Bn 1 [ Bj
     
< RMSDn: ð4Þ
Pairs of n body cliques, A
n=A
n 1[Ai and B
n=B
n 1[Bj
are selected if their RMSD is smaller than a preset thresh-
old RMSDn (Table 3). Every value of n has a different
RMSD threshold, RMSDn. See the section on RMSD
threshold optimization for details. At every step the sec-
ondary structure and accessible area comparisons
[Equations (2) and (3)] are also performed.
All matched pairs of 4-body cliques A
4 and B
4 are
extended to all possible higher order cliques, A
n and B
n,
where A
n, B
n  S
n and n>4. In this study, cliques are
extended to a maximum of seven constituent residues.
Alignment. Matching cliques helps in identifying structur-
ally equivalent residues in the two structures. Using these
equivalences, a ﬁnal 3D least squares ﬁt is performed to
superimpose the two structures (Figure 1). Given that the
matching of cliques is not unique, i.e. many cliques com-
parisons could ﬁt the criteria for a match, of all the
possible least squares ﬁts, the comparison that yields
the best-structure overlap (SObest) is considered
[Equation (5)]:
SObest ¼ max SO of global alignment of all An,Bn ðÞ g ,
 
ð5Þ
Table 1. The matrix of empirically determined equivalences between
secondary-structure elements in proteins
SS Coil a-helix b-strand
Coil 0 1 1
a-helix 1 0 2
b-strand 1 2 0
Table 2. The matrix of empirically determined equivalences between
different solvent accessible area classes in proteins
SA Buried Intermediate Exposed
Buried 0 1 2
Intermediate 1 0 1
Exposed 2 1 0
Table 3. Optimal values of the threshold RMSD for different values
of clique size (n)
n 3456789
RMSDn (A ˚ ) 0.15 0.30 0.60 0.90 1.50 1.80 2.10
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n-body cliques A
n and B
n.
Heuristics to maintain chain continuity
The matching of cliques is independent of the chain con-
nectivity of the constituent residues. This sometimes
results in anomalous matching of residues (Figure 1). To
correct these anomalous matches, heuristic rules are
introduced to maintain local chain connectivity. These
rules are (i) matched segments must have a minimum
length of ﬁve residues (gap matching not included);
(ii) adjacent segments separated by ﬁve or less residues
are joined; (iii) gaps are appropriately introduced when
the region between the two adjacent segment were of
unequal length in the two proteins. To illustrate, while
aligning a pair of proteins 1xxa and 1tig (Figure 1), the
residues in segments [104:115], [121:127], [128:135] of 1xxa
were aligned with the residues in segments [111:99],
[91:85], [114:120] of 1tig, respectively. The anomaly in
the alignment is the matching of A136 in 1xxa with P92
of 1tig, because the sequence stretches that are in the im-
mediate neighbourhood of these residues do not structur-
ally superimpose on one another. Applying the heuristic
rules corrects the alignment. We foresee such anomalies to
occur frequently with residues that are a part of long
ﬂoppy loop regions.
Detecting conformational changes
When one of the proteins undergoes a conformational
change, such as a rigid body shift of a part of the struc-
ture, most existing methods usually only align the largest
similar sub-structures. CLICK however provides align-
ments between the unmatched regions, should they be
structurally similar.
Consider a pair of proteins, A and B, that have the same
fold but are not structurally identical because of
inter-domain (or inter-subdomain) reorientation. If the
domain reorientation was larger than RMSDn, CLICK
ﬁrst computes the superimposition of residues that result
in the largest structure overlap. A match is then found
between the residues of both proteins that were not
aligned/superimposed in the ﬁrst parse. This procedure is
iterated till the number of unaligned residues is 10 or
lower.
Alignment measures
RMSD. Given two proteins A and B, the RMSD is the
norm of the distance vector between the two sets of co-
ordinates of representative atoms, after superimposition.
It is given by
RMSD ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
N
X N
i¼1
xA
i   xB
i
       2   
v u u t , ð6Þ
where N is the number of atoms in the list of equivalence,
and xA
i and xB
i are the Cartesian coordinates of represen-
tative atoms of structurally equivalent amino acid residues
of proteins A and B (40).
Structure overlap. Structure overlap (SO; also called
equivalent positions) is deﬁned as the percentage of the
representative atoms in the protein A that are within 3.5
Figure 1. The structural alignment of two topologically different yet structurally similar proteins, PDB codes 1xxa (red) and 1tig (blue), according to
CLICK. The sequence alignment implied by the structural superimposition is shown below. Residues in bold lettering represent conservation.
The last residue, 136A, on 1xxa is matched with residue 92P of 1tig (colored yellow and green, respectively, in sequence and structure).
This anomalous match is ‘corrected’ using heuristics (see Heuristics to maintain chain continuity section of methods).
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of the corresponding atoms in the superimposed protein
B (41).
Fragment score. On applying heuristic measures to
maintain chain or fragment continuity, some residue
matches are excluded from consideration, as they do not
belong to (or are in the close proximity of) contiguously
matched fragments. The fragment score is the ratio of the
number of matched positions in the alignment before and
after the application of heuristics. This is a handy measure
to estimate the extent of similarity between two protein
structures especially when they are of dissimilar fold. For
structures of similar fold (and size) the fragment score is
close to 1 (the maximum value). In the example of aligning
residues of 1xxa with 1tig (Figure 1), the fragment score of
the alignment was 0.89.
Topology score. The topology score is a measure of how
similar the topologies of the matched structures are to one
another. It is computed based on the directionality of the
matched sequence fragments (Figure 2). Topology score
varies between a maximum of 1 for topologically identical
structures and 0 for those are the topologically completely
dissimilar.
Methods compared
The performance of CLICK was compared with other
popular structural alignment methods including
MUSTANG (13), Geometric Hashing (C-alpha Match)
(24,25,33–35), SALIGN (19), DALI (22,42,43),
GANGSTA
+ (44) and FATCAT (18) on the protein
benchmark data sets. All these programs were run using
default parameters, and no effort was made to adjust the
parameters for speciﬁc cases. For the comparison of 3D
structures of RNA, CLICK was compared with ARTS
(45,46) and SARA (47,48).
Tests for statistical signiﬁcance
To estimate the statistical signiﬁcance of the comparisons
described above, the non-parametric Wilcoxon signed
rank test was used (49). The software Octave (http://
www.gnu.org/software/octave/index.html) was used to
perform the Wilcoxon tests.
Alignment data sets
Homologous proteins. CLICK and the other methods
were tested for alignment accuracy on a data set of
structures of pairs of homologous proteins. 9537
pair-wise alignments implied by the HOMSTRAD
(http://tardis.nibio.go.jp/homstrad/) database of multiple
alignments were used for this data set. In all, this data set
comprised of 3454 structures.
Difﬁcult cases of aligning homologous protein pairs. This
second data set is used to quantitatively assess the per-
formance of CLICK when structure similarity is low, as
in the case of distant homologues. They include 64
pair-wise alignments from HOMSTRAD database with
30%<SO<70% and RMSD >2.5 A ˚ . The alignment
accuracy of CLICK is compared to results obtained
from MUSTANG, Geometric Hashing, DALI,
SALIGN, GANGSTA
+ and FATCAT for this data set.
Similar structure but different topology. This data set
includes 199 pair-wise alignments, including circular per-
mutations (5 pairs) (16,27), non-topological alignments
(60 pairs) (23) (http://bioinfo3d.cs.tau.ac.il/MASS/
examples.html#non-topological), swapped domains (24
pairs) (16,50) and 110 pair-wise alignments amongst 10
members of retinol binding protein family, ﬁve members
of verotoxin family and four members of the pleckstrin
homology domain family (Supplementary Figure S5 and
Supplementary Tables S1a and S1b in Supplementary
Data). Here, CLICK is compared to the other sequence-
order-independent methods including MUSTANG,
Geometric Hashing, DALI and GANGSTA
+. Structural
similarities between proteins in this data set could be in-
dicative of evolutionary relationships between the proteins
despite pronounced structural differences in fold
(topology) (16).
Proteins in different conformations. The structural align-
ments of alternative conformations produce a useful com-
parison of structures that exhibit domain motion or rigid
body shifts. A characterization of such motions may lead
to an improved understanding of the relationship between
structure and function. The structure comparisons of al-
terative conformations were carried out for 22 proteins.
This included 20 proteins from the Hinge Atlas (51), DNA
Polymerase Beta proteins (2bpf, 2fmq) and maltodextrin
binding proteins (1omp, 1anf). On this data set, CLICK
results were compared to those of FATCAT.
RNA-structure comparisons. A subset of 1275 pair-wise
alignments was benchmarked by the SARA server (47).
This subset contained alignments between 51 RNA
Figure 2. The topology scores of different structure alignments. In
each of the four examples, the two proteins that are matched consist
of three different sequence segments. The directions of the arrows that
symbolize each segment show the direction from N- to C-termini.
Unless explicitly indicated with black arrows, the segments in the top
structure are aligned to segments directly below. Four different cases of
sequence alignments implied by CLICK are illustrated here.
(a) Alignment that maintains topology; topology score=1. (b) The
directionality from N to C of the sequence on top is the exact
opposite of that to the one below; topology score=0. (c) Two of the
three sequence segments have the same directionality; topology
score=0.66. (d) Two of the three segments are matched but not in
sequential order; topology score=0.66.
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residues (http://sgu.bioinfo.cipf.es/datasets/RNA/NR95-
HR.txt).
Implementation of CLICK
The CLICK algorithm has been implemented in C+ +. The
program run time increases with increase in (i) sizes of
input structures and (ii) number of best matched cliques.
The exact dependence on these two factors is difﬁcult to
compute as they may be independent of one another. If
the Euclidian distances between the representative atoms,
secondary structures and solvent accessibilities of residues
were pre-computed, on average CLICK took 1s to
perform a single alignment of a pair of proteins each of
size  150 residues on a Ubuntu 8.04 Linux platform with
3.00GHz CPU (Core 2 Duo E8400) and 3.5GB primary
memory. A web server of the program can be found at:
http://mspc.bii.a-star.edu.sg/click.
All atomic, cartoon, ribbon and surface representation
of proteins and RNA shown in this study were rendered
using Chimera (52).
RESULTS
In this section, we begin by describing our efforts at
optimizing parameters and extensive benchmarking. We
establish that our method performs better than, or at the
least, at par with popular existing methods. Subsequently,
we demonstrate a few ways in which CLICK can be
utilized to obtain new biological insights from structural
comparisons including determining new evolutionary re-
lationships, detecting hinge regions in proteins where
domain or sub-domains show ﬂexibility, and identifying
binding site/motif similarities despite topological
differences.
Optimal parameters
Optimization of clique size, distance threshold and
RMSD. To optimize CLICK parameters such as clique
size, distance threshold and RMSD cutoff for protein
structure comparisons, a grid search was performed over
the data set of difﬁcult HOMSTRAD cases, comprising 64
pair-wise alignments. The grid search was performed by
varying the number of clique members, n, in the range
[3, 9] and cut-off distance, dthr, in the interval 6–12 A ˚ in
steps of 0.5 A ˚ (Figure 3). At each step, the structure
overlap (SO) value was computed. While matching
cliques, residue equivalences are decided upon after a
least squares ﬁt [Equation (5)]. These data show that the
larger the clique size, the better is the SO value. The vari-
ation in SO score was small, almost negligible, when n>6
and the cut-off distance was >9A ˚ . Running time also
increases with clique size. For practical considerations,
we chose to limit clique size at n=7. Using a grid
search, the optimal cut-off distance, dthr, for n=7 was
determined to be 10 A ˚ (Figure 3). The SO values appear
to saturate after n=7. The cut-off distance value at which
the SO value shows no further change is 10 A ˚ , which is
chosen as the cutoff value in the algorithm.
Another grid search was performed with n in the range
[3, 9] and RMSD cut-off threshold in the interval 0.0–3.0
A ˚ in steps of 0.05 A ˚ . Again, SO was computed at each
step. The optimal value of RMSD cut-off for a particular
clique size was chosen as that value above which there was
no change in the SO value (Table 3). In general, the
RMSD cut-off value increases monotonically with clique
size. Note that in all these optimizations, the C
a atom was
chosen to represent the amino acid residues.
Contribution of secondary structure and solvent
ccessibility. To evaluate the contribution of secondary
structure and solvent accessibility to the accuracy of the
structure alignments, CLICK runs with and without these
features were compared (Supplementary Figure S1 in
Supplementary Data). CLICK_C
a used only the coordin-
ates of C
a atoms without using secondary structure and
solvent accessibility information of amino acid residues.
In over 40% of the alignments (3899 out of 9537), using
the secondary structure and accessibility features
improved the alignment in terms of SO. In only  7% of
the cases (689 out of 9537) did the exclusion of these struc-
tural features result in better alignments. Of these 689
cases, the improvements in SO were <5% in 663 align-
ments. Clearly, the inclusion of secondary structure and
solvent accessibility features improved alignment
accuracy.
Comparing CLICK with other methods
Protein structure comparisons. CLICK was compared to
other structure alignment methods over three data sets:
(i) 9537 pair-wise alignments of the HOMSTRAD data
set (Table 4 and Supplementary Figure S2a–c in
Supplementary Data); (ii) 64 pair-wise alignments of the
difﬁcult HOMSTRAD data set (Table 5 and Figure 4);
and (iii) 199 pair-wise alignments of structurally similar
but topologically different proteins (Table 6 and
Figure 3. The choice of optimal threshold cut-off distances (in this case
C
a–C
a distances within a protein) that describe different n-body cliques
(i.e. different value of n). The optimal distance cut-off is that after
which the structure overlap value changes by <0.05.
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each data set refer to the ‘Materials and Methods’ section.
With the exception of SALIGN, the SO values of
CLICK alignments are statistically signiﬁcantly better
than those of MUSTANG, Geometric Hashing, DALI,
GANGSTA+ and FATCAT over the difﬁcult
HOMSTRAD data sets, and signiﬁcantly better than
those of MUSTANG, Geometric Hashing, DALI,
Table 4. The comparison of performances of CLICK and MUSTANG, SALIGN on 9537 pair-wise alignments of HOMSTRAD database using
average structure overlap (SO) and root mean square deviation (RMSD) scores
CLICK MUSTANG SALIGN
Average SO (%) 86.3 80.5 85.7
RMSD (A ˚ ) 1.50 1.52 1.52
Number of alignment with better
CLICK SO values
Number of alignments where
CLICK better by 5% SO
Statistical signiﬁcance of difference
(P-value)
MUSTANG 6854 3454 Yes (<10
 4)
SALIGN 4073 1298 No (0.94)
Table 5. The comparison of performances of CLICK and MUSTANG, Geometric Hashing, DALI, SALIGN, GANGSTA
+ and FATCAT on
the 64 difﬁcult pair-wise alignments
CLICK MUSTANG Geometric Hashing DALI SALIGN GANGSTA
+ FATCAT
Average SO (%) 68.9 49.4 59.5 63.0 67.2 61.9 59.1
RMSD (A ˚ ) 1.96 2.30 1.91 2.00 2.02 1.99 2.36
Number of alignment with better
CLICK SO values
Number of alignment where
CLICK better by 5% SO
Statistical signiﬁcance of difference
(P-value)
MUSTANG 56 47 Yes (<10
 4)
Geometric Hashing 60 50 Yes (<10
 4)
DALI 45 23 Yes (<10
 4)
SALIGN 27 15 No (0.72)
GANGSTA
+ 42 32 Yes (<10
 4)
FATCAT 48 38 Yes (<10
 4)
Figure 4. The comparison of the structure overlap values of CLICK against MUSTANG (red diamond), Geometric Hashing (white triangle), DALI
(green triangle), SALIGN (brown triangle), GANGSTA+ (yellow square) and FATCAT (cyan triangle) over the 64 difﬁcult pair-wise alignments
from the HOMSTRAD database.
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alignments. In all of these data sets, the SO from CLICK
alignments is never below 40% (Supplementary Figure
S2a–c, Figures 4 and 5). In the case of the
HOMSTRAD alignments, the CLICK alignments follow
the topology of the aligned structures in 9442 of the 9537
cases. In the 95 cases where the topology is not maintained
in the CLICK alignment (and also fragment score <1), the
infringements are minor—<26 residues on average. Since
CLICK maximizes SO values, there are several pairs
whose structural similarities but different topology have
been detected in HOMSTRAD. For instance, the
thermoacidophilic archaeal ferredoxins (PDB code 1xer)
(53) is aligned with the cytochrome c553–ferredoxin
complex (PDB code 1dwl:A) (54) with an SO of 79.7%,
RMSD of 1.84 A ˚ , and fragment and topology scores of
0.94 and 0.51, respectively. Were CLICK to align the two
proteins by following the topology of the two structures,
which are similar, it would result in a lower SO score and
poorer RMSD value. The SO and RMSD values for
MUSTANG that follows the chain topology in this align-
ment are 57.6% and 2.28 A ˚ . The statistical differences in
the SO values holds even when these 95 cases that have
topology score <1 are not taken into consideration. Also,
this statistical difference was preserved when the SO
values were computed at different values (1–4 A ˚ )o f
RMSD (Supplementary Figures S3 and S4 in
Supplementary Data).
RNA structure comparisons. To showcase the ability of
CLICK to align various different kinds of molecules, we
tested its applicability in aligning the 3D structures of
RNA pairs. 1275 pair-wise alignments of 51 RNA were
chosen from SARA (47,48). We estimated a distance
threshold of 15 A ˚ . The C30 atom was chosen to represent
each of the nucleotide residues. The accuracy of CLICK
alignments in terms of SO was compared with that of
SARA and ARTS (45,46). Over here the RMSD cut-off
for SO was taken as 4.0 A ˚ , as used in the SARA server
(47). Of the 1275 alignments, CLICK performed better
Table 6. The comparison of performances of CLICK and MUSTANG, Geometric Hashing, DALI, GANGSTA
+ on the 199 topologically differ-
ent pair-wise alignments
CLICK MUSTANG Geometric Hashing DALI GANGSTA
+
Average SO (%) 68.9 19.8 61.3 60.9 61.7
RMSD (A ˚ ) 1.90 3.2 1.86 3.50 2.74
Number of alignment with better
CLICK SO values
Number of alignment where
CLICK better by 5% SO
Statistical signiﬁcance of
difference (P-value)
MUSTANG 197 190 Yes (<10
 4)
Geometric Hashing 157 91 Yes (<10
 4)
DALI 150 107 Yes (<10
 4)
GANGSTA
+ 155 106 Yes (<10
 4)
Figure 5. The comparison of the structure overlap values of CLICK against MUSTANG (red diamond), Geometric Hashing (white triangle), DALI
(green triangle) and GANGSTA
+ (yellow square) over 199 pair-wise alignments that are structurally similar but topologically different.
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than SARA and ARTS in 290 and 178 cases, respectively
(Figure 6 and Table 7). While CLICK alignments are stat-
istically signiﬁcantly better (in terms of SO), most of the
cases where SARA performs better than CLICK happen
when the SO values are large. On average the SO values
obtained from CLICK, SARA, and ARTS are 60.6, 48.7
and 48.1%, with standard deviations (SD) of 16.1, 18.6
and 19.2, respectively.
Detecting alternate conformations—ﬂexible alignment
A useful feature of CLICK is that it can produce more
than one alignment between a pair of proteins. The best
matching fragments (according to SO) of the aligned pair
are ﬁrst matched. The subsequent matches are between
fragments that were not previously aligned. This feature
can be utilized to characterize conformational changes in
protein structure (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section).
CLICK is used to detect such conformational changes at
the level of domains or even sub-domains. Twenty-two
pairs of the same protein in different conformations
were chosen from the Hinge Atlas database (51), DNA
Polymerase Beta proteins, and maltodextrin binding
proteins. In each case, CLICK produced multiple align-
ments for each pair of conformers, corresponding to the
number of domains that exhibited conformational change
with respect to one another (Supplementary Table S2 in
Supplementary Data). CLICK and FATCAT perform
comparably over this set (Table 8). One example of such
ﬂexible alignments is between the conformers of rat DNA
polymerase beta (55) and human DNA polymerase beta
(56) (pdb codes 2bpf and 2fmq) (Figure 7a and b). While
such large domain motions are easy to detect, smaller
conformational changes are harder to spot. Consider the
alignment between two metallothioneins-2 of human
(57) and rat liver (58) (PDB codes 2mhu and 2mrt,
Figure 6. The comparison of the structure overlap values of CLICK against ARTS (red squares) and SARA (blue squares) over 1275 pair-wise
alignments of 51 RNA structures.
Table 7. The comparison of performances of CLICK and ARTS, SARA on the 1275 RNA pair-wise alignments
CLICK ARTS SARA
Average SO (%) 60.6 48.1 48.7
Number of alignment with better
CLICK SO values
Number of alignment where
CLICK better by 5% SO
Statistical signiﬁcance of differ-
ence (P-value)
ARTS 997 876 Yes (<10
 4)
SARA 970 860 Yes (<10
 4)
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whole length of both proteins (Figure 8). CLICK
however produces two alignments, implying a conform-
ational change (Figure 9a and b). The hinge regions of
the conformational changes captured by these alignments
is at the C- and N-termini of the complementary
alignments.
Ligand binding site similarity across protein folds
In our effort to unearth cases of convergent structural
evolution, we have detected several instances of ATP
binding sites that look geometrically similar between
proteins belonging to different fold families (data not
shown). An example would be the CLICK superpositions
for purt-encoded glycinamide ribonucleotide
transformylase complexed with Mg-ATP (59) (PDB code
1kj9:B and SCOP entry: b.84.2.1) and A.fulgidus rio2
kinase complexed with ATP and manganese ions (60)
(PDB code: 1zao:A and SCOP entry: a.4.5.56)
(Figure 10a). Though these two proteins belong to differ-
ent SCOP classes and have different global topologies,
their bound ATPs and ATP binding atoms are spatially
superimposed to within 1.5 A ˚ (Figure 10b). The base and
sugar of the bound ATPs superimpose to within 0.5 A ˚ .N o
knowledge of the bound ATPs or their binding sites was
used in the computation of equivalent residues. The
sequence alignment resulting from the 3D superimposition
of the two structures shows that three of the 15 residues
constituting the binding site are identical, while seven
others are similar in the two structures (Figure 10b). The
binding of ATP to the active site results in 12 hydrogen
bonds, of which in eight cases the same or similar atoms
are involved as hydrogen bond donors and acceptors.
Detecting binding sequence motifs from different
topologies
Another application of CLICK was to again detect similar
ligand binding sites in topologically distinct proteins, only
in this case the binding site comprised of a well-studied
sequence motif, the Walker motif (61,62). Using the struc-
ture of the multidrug ABC transporter Sav1866 from
Staphylococcus aureus (63) (pdb 2onj:A) as query, which
had the conserved Walker A and Walker B motifs, we
searched the PDB for topologically different regions of
proteins that matched these motifs structurally.
Searching over a data set of 17 712 non-redundant repre-
sentatives of the PDB (resolution <3A ˚ , R-factor=0.3 or
better, and excluding non crystallographic and C
a-only
entries), 19 hits were recovered with a topologically differ-
ent Walker B motif (Supplementary Table S3 in
Supplementary Data) and RMSD <3A ˚ . The Walker B
motif is a b-strand with the sequence uuuuD, where u
represents any one of the hydrophobic residues. In the
topologically different yet structurally similar hits, the dir-
ection of the b-strand is reversed. In all of the 19 hits the
Aspartic acid was always conserved and within 8.3 A ˚ from
the Walker A motif with a SD of 0.29 A ˚ in C
a–C
a distance
(Figure 11). In the Walker motif that follows the sequen-
tial topology, the corresponding C
a–C
a distance is on
average 7.1 A ˚ with a SD of 0.32 A ˚ , as computed from
13 structures. In 18 of the 19 ‘reverse’ Walker B hits, nu-
cleotides (ATP, GDP, GTP, GNP) are bound to the struc-
tures and directly interacting with the Walker A motif. In
all of these 18 cases, the Aspartic acid from the reverse
walker motif interacts indirectly with the nucleotide
though a metal ion or via water-mediated hydrogen
bonds. It appears that the Aspartic acid plays the same
role both the Walker B motif and its reverse. Further, we
used the sequence of the reverse Walker B motifs in
PSI-BLAST (64) searches to check for sequence conserva-
tion. The Aspartic acid is absolutely conserved among all
homologues in both the regular and reverse Walker B
motifs. The residues that precede the Aspartic acid in
the Walker B motif are hydrophobic, on average, 980
times out of 1000; while the residues that follow the
conserved Aspartic acid (in the reverse motif) were hydro-
phobic, on average, only six times out of 100. In the
Walker B motif, the hydrophobic residues that precede
the Aspartic acid have no direct role in interacting with
the nucleotide ligand. Their high degree of conservation is
probably not directly related to nucleotide binding. The
presence of non-hydrophobic equivalents in the reverse
Walker B motif also probably has no direct effect on nu-
cleotide binding. These ﬁndings suggest that it is possible
for non-sequential versions of motifs to perform the same
role as their sequential counterparts. The reverse Walker B
motif qualiﬁes as yet another example of convergent evo-
lution in a ligand-binding site.
DISCUSSION
In this study we formalize the protein superimposition
problem as one of comparing two sets of points in 3D
space. Each of the points is given attributes, such as its
Table 8. The comparison of performances of CLICK and FATCAT on 22 pairs of the same protein in different conformations from the Hinge
Atlas database, DNA Polymerase Beta proteins and maltodextrin binding proteins
CLICK FATCAT
Average SO (%) 92.8 86.3
RMSD (A ˚ ) 1.31 2.05
Number of alignment with better
CLICK SO values
Number of alignment where
CLICK better by 5% SO
Statistical signiﬁcance of
difference (P-value)
FATCAT 11 4 No (0.69)
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area of the amino acid it represents, etc. In principle, every
point can be bestowed with many different attributes, as
long as we lay down the rules for matching such points.
For instance, Cartesian coordinates are matched by a
many-body least squares ﬁt and are only considered if
the over all RMSD is within a certain threshold and tran-
sitions are only possible between certain secondary struc-
ture and solvent accessible classes. The resulting protein
structure alignments detect structural similarity by
Figure 7. Complementary CLICK alignments that maximize chain coverage. Two structures of the DNA polymerase beta protein from Rat and
Human, PDB codes 2bpf (red/pink) and 2fmq (bright/dark green), respectively, are superimposed against one another. (a) The red and dark green
domains, spanning residues 91–335 are aligned with one another. Because of a conformational change (domain motion about a hinge), the pink and
bright green domains do not align structurally. (b) An alignment of the pink and bright green domains. The corresponding sequence alignments are
shown below the ribbon diagrams.
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protein topology.
We have shown that our method, CLICK, performs at
par or slightly better than other methods over three sets of
benchmarks. The benchmarks include 9537 pair-wise
alignments implied by multiple structural alignments of
HOMSTRAD families, 64 of which form another set of
so called difﬁcult cases where the structural relationships
are distant. Also included in the benchmarks is a set of 199
pair-wise alignments between proteins that are structurally
similar but topologically distinct. Variously, over these
test sets, CLICK is compared against MUSTANG,
DALI, Geometric Hashing, GANGSTA
+, FATCAT
and SALIGN. CLICK produces statistically better
results, in terms of structure overlap, than all other
methods, except SALIGN.
The superior performance of CLICK over the other
data sets was not an exercise to show the superiority of
one method over another. We merely wanted to test
CLICK over conventional data sets of alignments, to
ensure ﬁdelity of alignments. Since we optimized the par-
ameters of CLICK to perform better at comparisons of
the 64 difﬁcult HOMSTRAD pairs, we are not surprised
that CLICK outperforms other methods on this data set.
The performance of CLICK over the rest of
HOMSTRAD and the topologically different pairs, gives
us conﬁdence to use it to extract structural similarities that
are not obvious from sequence or sequential structural
comparisons.
We have showcased the utility of CLICK at obtaining
biological insights with three different examples. First, we
showed that CLICK aligns pairs of protein structures,
even when conformational changes alter the positioning
of domains or sub-domain with respect to one another.
The alignments can be used to detect the locations of
hinges in the protein around which these domain/
sub-domains rearrange. CLICK alignments are sensitive
enough to recognize conformational changes even in
sub-domains which as small as 30 residues in length. We
propose that CLICK could be an integral part of mo-
lecular dynamics trajectory analysis tools to detect
conformational changes (corresponding to low-frequency
modes) during the course of protein dynamics.
Second, we have shown that our method is ideally
suited to look for similarities in binding site
sub-structures. We demonstrated this by aligning two
ATP bound proteins with one another. The alignment
perfectly matched the binding site residues, and the
bound ATP. We have since used this approach to con-
struct a library of ATP binding site geometries, as
deﬁned by the atoms of the binding site residues. Such
ligand-binding site geometry libraries could prove very
useful in constructing models of proteins that are known
to, or suspected to bind ligands. The conformation of
residues identiﬁed as part of the binding site can be
reﬁned according to this library when transitioning from
apo to holo structural forms. We believe that such
examples when sytematized would signiﬁcantly change
our perception of evolutionary relationships between
proteins.
Figure 8. The MUSTANG alignment of two metallothioneins, PDB
codes 2mhu (red) and 2mrt (green). The MUSTANG alignment
matches the whole length of both proteins.
Figure 9. CLICK fragments the alignment between the two
metallothioneins, PDB codes 2mhu (red), and 2mrt (green) into two,
to account for a small conformational change. The complementary
CLICK alignments are shown in (a and b). The sequence alignment
implied by the structural alignment is displayed under the ribbon
diagram.
e94 Nucleic Acids Research, 2011,Vol. 39,No. 14 PAGE 12 OF 16Figure 10. (a) CLICK superimposition of two ATP binding proteins 1kj9:B (cyan ribbon & SCOP entry: b.84.2.1) and 1zao:A (magenta ribbon and
SCOP entry: a.4.5.56). The regions that superimpose are shown in ribbon representation while the unmatched regions are shown in trace represen-
tation. The location of the ATP molecules bound to both structures is shown in stick representation. The sequence alignment between the two
proteins as inferred from the structural alignment is show below. The superimposed residues that are in contact with the ATP (within 4 A ˚ ) are shown
in bold lettering, and the conserved residues in red. (b) Representation of the superimposition of the residues in contact (within 4 A ˚ ) with the ATP.
Residue side chains and the bound ATP molecules are represented as stick and color coded by atom type. Hydrogen bonds are shown as blue dotted
lines.
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that mediate ligand binding. In 19 PDB structures, we
show the existence of a ‘reverse’ Walker B motif, where
the beta strand that deﬁnes the motif has opposite N–C
directionality. Here, we make the case that several such
known sequence motifs that deﬁne binding sites could
have topological variants which will evade sequence
search detection. CLICK is ideally designed to identify
such variants.
The CLICK program is generally designed to compare
any two sets of points. In this study we chose to mainly
showcase the utility of CLICK in aligning protein 3D
structures. CLICK can just as easily align other biomol-
ecules with one another, as exempliﬁed by the RNA struc-
ture comparison benchmark. We hope to use CLICK to
extract biological insights from various comparisons of
the 3D structures of DNAs, RNAs, DNA–protein
complexes, etc. The web server of the program can accom-
modate searches that compare biomolecules other than
proteins. We hope to develop this algorithm to make
macromolecular comparisons across different length
scales.
SUPPLEMENTARY DATA
Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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